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with assault
Uv Kami charged
camera
candid
two
of
a battery
was awaiting tle vesi- sts
Sally
nV Jury cheerfully
the juiy
itl she planned to invite
insisting of nine women and three
of her new
en to the opening
Angeles
Los
downtown
how at a
looks
if she is acquitted It
t
ot
though she may wriggle out
imposed

selfAfter three rears of
Colonel
it is believed that
plan-
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Imdhergh and his family are
New Jersey
ning to return to their
Zme Lindbergh has lecently been
charged with espionage by Soviet
the outliralen disgruntled with
CoTe ot the Peace of Munich The
Lindbergh of unRussians accused
air forces in
Soviet
derestimating
Minislpr UiaUl
a report io i
Chambeiberlain and influencing
Czeeloslothe
on
decisions
lains
vakian crisis
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BISHOP ROGERS

CANON ORVILLE VVATSOM
Republican leaders exulted as PREACHES AT OBERLIN
election returns vindicating GOP

Tuesdays Elections

nredictions continued to pour in
Republican
Not only were former
r0ngholds as Pennsylvania and
fold
Massuchetts safely back in the
was shown
but remarkable strength
Democratic states
in nominally
solidly
Pivotal Ohio was almost
elect
senatorits
and
Republican
as a
Taft is already being hailed
party leader and possible
new
presidential candidate m 1940

Relic of Edison

munici-

Thomas A Edisons first on
the
pal lighting apparatus went
apauction block Wednesday The
at
Edison
by
paratus was installed
Sunbury Pa for a Fourth of July
displav Edison left it to Phillip
Brackiey Shaw of Williamsport
It is bePa a former associate
esing sold as a part of Shaws
tate

Radio Compromise

an aftermath of Orosn Welles
radio dramatization
sensational
iiio hupp niaior radio networks ex
pressed an agreement which would
flash
nmriiiv the use of words
in fictional dramatiand bulletin
zation Welles broadcast aroused
widespread complaint because of
the realism of its news bulletin
technique
As

COLLEGIAN

TO ADOPT

ROTOGRAVURE SECTION
Arrangements have been made
the business staff of the Collegian to incorporate the Collegiate Digest
in to the forthcoming
Collegian
This innovation comes
is direct result of the recent Associated Collegiate Press conference in Cincinnati and is highly
recommended by various journalism professors It is a handsome rotogravure addition to any paper
and at the same time it carries
most of the national advertising
leaving more space in the college
naper itself which can be devoted
to local news
by

Delivers First Sermon
From New Christ
Church Pulpit
Gambier was well represented
last Sunday at the special service
marking the blessing of the new
pulpit in Christ Clinch Oberlin
The pulpit is a memorial to a
former rector of the parish and
the first sermon preached from it
was delivered by the Reverend
Canon Orville 13 Watson of Bexley
Hall
rannn Watsons sermon was on
the subject of Friendship with his
text from the Cospel of Saint John
Henceforth I call you not servbut I have called you
ants
friends The Canon expanded this
topic cited the value and importance of friendship
atDoctor W Ray Ashford also
tended the service having driven
Canon Watson to Oberlin from
Gambier Those attending from
Bexlev hall included Nelson Gage
wnns
TVeher William Weeks
and Raymond Gayle while from
and
the college William Cook
George DeGraff were present
The ehnral Eucharist was cele
brated by an old friend of Kenyon
i
naviov the Reverend ianon
of
Louis Daniels who is the rectorCan
service
the
After
parish
the
Hie
visiiuis
chmvei
nnlolo
iii
Oil
some items of interest m the
church the most Important oi
which was an antique Italian chal
mi
ice or Communion cup
only used on festival occasionsto
it was given
A museum piece
On it
Canon Daniels by a friend
races
twenty
over
are
there
expreshand carved with different
delibeing
cup
entire
he
sions
cately and finely decorated
GUNNERS ENTERTAIN
Members of the Rod and Guna
club and their dates will enjoy
imcocktail party in West Wing
medialelv preceding the Saturday
afternoon tea dance

Bishop Rogers gained national
fame as the first clergyman to
broadcast a sermon As Dean of
St Pauls Episcipal Cathedral in
Detroit in 1922 he installed microphones for the countrys first
radio church
He was born in Trenton N J
and spent his boyhood in Detroit
He graduated from the University
of Michigan and served pastorates
in Pittsburgh and Newark He was
elected Bishop coadjutor of the
Ohio Diocese in 1925 after serving as Dean of the Detroit Cathedral for four years He was named
Bishop in 1930
The Rt Rev Beverly D Tucker
was named as his successor following his recent resignation
Bishop Rogers is survived by two
brothers Dr Walter Rogers Detroit dentist and Dr Harry Rogers
president of the Brooklyn Theological Institute and a sister Miss
Ceorgia Rogers of Detroit
hy
Though an Episcopalian
choice Dr Rogers was interested
in interdenominational movements
He was born Nov 14 1877 on a
farm near Trenton N J a descendant of Puritan and Quaker
stock He was taken to Detroit
when only three years old
Dr Rosrers was first a lay reader
Continued on Page 6
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Entertainment Program
For Visiting Fathers
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Collegian Editor Makes
39 Staff Appointments
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heavy mallei the thud ol nesn
of
linst flesh the loll less sound
clealed foot coming into contact
the
wiih tight inflated leather and
airplane
Kenyon
a
of
drone
lull
echoing and re echong
nlor
hrough the bids and hollows
enough to
uound Gambier will be
Kenyon
dnirv that the fathers of
re being royally enlerained
will
Tihms Da v November 12 regis
lliciallv open at noon with
al peirce Hall After luncha
nromd is firm enough
Vnt Fberles nationally
polo
stars will display theii
known

I
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At a banquet given Monday
night by President Gordon Keith
Chalmers to members of the editorial staff of the Collegian permanent staff appointments for this
year were made by Robert Son39 editor
enfield
Ted Cobbey 40 and Jack Barlow 40 were appointed Associate
cvnLro J W Clark 39 Hallock
Hoffman 41 and Donald Young 41
were appointed assistant editors
Short talks were given by President Chalmers Dr Philip Timber
lake and Sonenfield and led Lodiov in save a report on the re
cent Associate Collegiate Press
convention held last week- end in
Cincinnati
ThP following men were ap
nointed to the Collegian staff
Jim Logan Dick Shepherd PerJohn Goldsmith Jack
ry Davis
Berno Tom Navin Charles McKinley Ed Williams Hugh Lawrence Wayne Borges I C Hatcher J J Jambor Robie Macauley
R D McCleary
A M Cox Jr
Chase Small Bill Griffin
Photographers Denniwitz Clements

recep
recen
tion It is the hope ot Kenyon oipasi guardians and the present
finals that hy this meeting of the
ones of the students the paternal
parents might become acquainted
more deeply with the system employed on Gambier Hill
Dr John Crowe Ransom will conduct at S0 p m a seminar in
English which will provide an excellent opportunity for the fathers
lo see the method of teaching cm

guests to

i

talents in the lorm of an intramural polo match
Following this exhibition of
equestrian ability Kenyons celea
brated pigskin Inters will meet
strong Wittenberg determined to
minfiizlu the Lords to the last
on
ute of play The fathers of men in
the varsitv squad will be seated
for
a special section reserved
intrathe
halves
During
the
them
mural cross country run will state
a finish before the stands
At 7 00 p m President Chalmers
invites the fathers as special

5t

Program Planned

SWING FALL DANCE
FOR SATURDAY NIGHT INFORMAL

Torrid trumpeting from the horn of Red Nichols accompanied by a collection of bandsmen playing smooth- hot type
of dance music earthy enough to jar from their fixation the
inanimate figures on the stained windows of the Great Hall
will open seige on the one- hundred and fifty couples dancing
away their late and early hours at Kenyons fall dance weekend on Nov 18
Nichols and his Pennies will furnish music for the Friday
r
r
i
i
11
p m to dr a m
nignt iormai as ine piays
irom n
i

NOTICE
A

Masters and his orches
Ohio will play
for the Snlnrdnv afternoon tpn
dance 4 to 6 and Saturday night
session from 9 til 12
During the Friday formal a buf
fet lunch will lip sprvpH in thp
Banquet rooms of Peirce Hall Commons
According to air announcement
by Mac Baker
39 head of the
dance committee
tentative arrangements have been made for
the personal appearance of the re
The
centlv chosen Miss America
committee has also been consider
ing the possibility of choosing
Lake Cornell as the spot for the
Friday afternoon tea dance
said
Baker
An aiigt incuts for fraternity functions have been made and announced by campus division heads
East Wing has sent invitations to
all faculty members to attend a
cocktail party to be held in their
parlor On Saturday afternoon East
Wingers and dates will attend the
Michigan- Ohio State game in Columbus
West Wing plans a cocktail party
before the Friday dance a breakfast in the Dan Emmett Grill on
Saturday morning and a hay- ride
Saturday afternoon
will
entertain
South Hanna
guests at a dinner in the Granville
Inn on Friday evening After the
dance a party will be held ill the
South Hanna parlor
North Hanna has made arrangements for a dance in their parlor
following tne Saturday arternoon
tea- dance
Middle Leonard has made ar
rangements for a Saturday morning hay- ride and farmhouse break
fast
Smith Leonard has scheduled a
parlor cocktail party as has North
Leonard

tra from Marion

note from the Department

of Buildings and Grounds asks
that students cooperate in eliminating the parking on either
side of the roadway in front of
Old Kenyon The road has been

jammed here several times recently it will add to everybodys convenience if it can be
kept clear

RAYMOND SAWYER
KENYON TRUSTEE

GO

DIES

Was Member Of Iota Chap
ter Psi Upsilon Ac
five On Kenyon Al
umni And Execu
five Council
Raymond T Sawyer Kenyon 00
chiet counsel tor tne Cleveland
Trust Co died on June 21 193S
at his home 17455 Shelbourne
Road Cleveland Heights after an
illness that had kept him from his
desk a year and a half He was
59 vears old
Mr Sawyer helped the late F H
Goff
former president of the
Cleveland Trust Co create the
the first
Cleveland Foundation
community trust copied in more
than 50 American cities since its
beginning in 1914
Mr Sawyer an acknowledged
mithoHtv nn fidnciarv law having
contributed many articles to legal
and trust company publications
nnrl havine made manv addresses
before local and national bar as
sociations was born in Cleveland
April 29 1879
After being graduated from Kenyon college in 1900 and Western
Reserve University Law School in
1903 Mr Sawyer entered the law
firm of Kline Carr Tolles and
Goff He remained with the firm
until 1909 when he joined the
Cleveland Trust Bank as assistant counsel
In 1913 he was named chief
counsel of the bank and in 1934 a
member of the banks executive
committee
Surviving are Mrs Sawyer and
two sens Ravmond T Sawyer jr
Kenyon 34 and George Pascal
Sawyer
He was a member of the Iota
Chapter of Psi Upsilon member of
the Board of Trustees of Kenyon
College 1935- 1938 elected by the
alumni under article V in June
1935 for the three- year term 19351938 as a member of the Board
Mr Sawyer was a
of Trustees
member of the Kenyon College
Alumni Association of Northern
Ohio secretary and treasurer 1904909
member of the Executive
Committee 192G- 1927 and president of the association 1929- 1930

Reed Ayers Christian
Nash Are Kenyon I R C

Columbus Delegates
Four delegates of the Kenyon International Relations club will leave
tomorrow tn attend bp Ohio Val
ley Conference of International Re
lations Club to be conducted at
Ohio Slate University November
11 and 12
R B Nash
P Ayers R C
Christian and J Reed are the official delegates who are to attend
as representatives of Kenyon

DALE SHAFFER ELECTED
TO SENIOR PRESIDENCY
At the meeting of the Senior
class hehi Wednesday afternoon
Dale Shaffer was elected president
and
Mac Baker vice president
secretary
These
Cms Sonenfield
officers are of life long duration

1

POLO FLYING

X

Klan Arranges tiaDoraie

nv Greenhill Brent Tozzer
Mary Greenhill Mrs Paul Titus
Henry Veeder Perry Davis
Mrs Veeder Mrs John Black
Shad Ledue Dale Shaffer
Hugh Law
Emingham Swan
rence
Jim Nickerson Jim Heath
Mr Clarence Tubbs Jack Caven
der
Davy Greenhill Tommy Seitz
Mr Tasbrongh George McNary
Julian Falck Tom Sawyer
Dimmick George Hill
Dan Wilgus Bob King
Voice of Dr Prang Harshman
Miller
Voice of Windrip John Dixon
Brown Gene Olsen
Corpo Private Bud Sawyer

In the rocky and twisted
raphy of a scrub infested glen
Mcknown to Kenyon alcoholics as Rod
Guggins Hollow seven active
a
niniipvs led seven blind
folded slightly bewildered
neophytes down a purpose
ly tortuous often- before traveieu
ih nf degradation
With the calves of their legs sup
the poi
rimolv backeda against
long- fallen tree
ished trunk of
initials save their all in ex
change for a handsome supply of
new- born corn
The solemn ceremonies were
held last Friday afternoon and in
several cases evening
Active members in charge of
Elceremonies were Swipe Bill
liott Smouge Dale Shaffer and
Loaf Don Becker
Newlv initiated were Mac Baker
Goodale
Al
Clark Henderson
Reeder
Gordon
Hooker Lytle
Miller and Quentm
Harshman
Smith
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Sinclair Lewis It Cant Happen
Here will be offered on Wednes
day Nov 16 as the second produc
tion of the current season by the
Kenyon Dramatics Club
The play deals with the actions
of a typical New England group
under an iron hand of a dictatorship
While the plays theme may be
termed propaganda real tragedy is
enacted in the plight of Doremus
Jessup played by Eric Hawke and
his family and friends under a
dynamic and protective dictator
ship of an American Hitler
Dr John Black has coached a
cast for the production for the
last month Beyond a doubt if reIt
hearsals are any indication
the
Cant Happen Here will be hismost finished play in Kenyons
tory said Director Black
The cast is as follows
Doremus Jessup Eric Hawke
Lorinda Pike Mrs Stewart Mc-

Yellow Corn Offered
Neic Rod and Gunners

Fathers

BOBBY MASTERS TO WIELD BATON

Cast Of 18 Enters Second
Month Of Rehearsals

Last Sunday at 10 p m the
Rt Rev Warren Lincoln Rogers
sixth Bishop of Ohio died at the
Mercy hospital in Mount Vernon
Bishop Rogers was a trustee of
Kenyon college
Bishop Rogers who was 61 resigned recently because of ill
health He suffered a strokeat Kokosing late Sunday afternoon and
was immediately taken to Mount
Vernon At the death bed were the
Rev Alex Hawko rector of St
Pauls parish in Mount Vernon
Miss Marjorie Moreland secretary
to Bishop Rogers and Dr John R

rT

TO BE OFFERED NOV

VERNON

Succumbs To Stroke On Sunday Evening Had Re
cently Resigned Due To 111 Health Was
61 Years Old

Sally Rand

Lindbergh Return

ML

Elaborate

ii nil

0

CAMT HAPPEN HERE

ROGERS TRUSTEE

DIES IN MERCY HOSPITAL

Young

Don

Ey

BISHOP WARREN
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RED NICS1 OLS TORRID TRUi
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CHAPEL
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ATTEND PARTY
I

faculty
nntioitfaciiltv
a president-

them that their choice of Kenyon
n
for tin ir son was veiy wen
founded

n
r
ployed by learned professors in

in-

structing their sons
The Kenyon Klan then invites
the dads to Peirce Hall Commons to a smoker to begin at 830
where they can come to
p in
know to some extent the type of
innn that attejids Kenyon college
and daily asociates with his son
Kenyons president faculty and
students hope to entertain the fathers in royal taste but also to show

ft
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YON COLLEGIAN

LETTERS

Off the Tombstone

I

for views expressed
The COLLEGIAN assumes no responsibility
he writers u
to the Editor must be signed
this column Letters
Entered in the Pcstoffice at
Published weukiy during we colof
request
on
be withheld
year ly tli students
will
Canni- r Ohio as Second Class
lgiat
Hill
the
to
10
returned
nyon Colh- g
Matter
Last Saturday niht tile populate class of
precedentea munificence Iitdii
Editor of the Collegian
to
arly this week to visit classmates
y it ins in with my second r
Member of the Ohio College
Kenyon College
fon national advertising by
of Columbus was astonished
l
or this letter
Aiv- iauon
That reason
Due to the Dear Sir
National Advertising Service Inc
was forced to forego until this v
sav Hie least to see iiuius up n and fratenity brothers
attenyour
call
to
like
should
old
of
une
r
intL in
spirit
ColUu PMiikm kitrwntaiiv
tion to a small error in your issue gmii wis
main street an apparition upon adverse financial conditions
For subscriptions and Adverlis
lvenyon wet men I was
ol November 3rd
New York n y
tne lousiness
420 Madison Ave
ing space alilnss
Upon close friends however a welcoming parpatiently wailing for an oppoVinn
bicycle
a
of
never
seat
the
have
cuts
of
The
number
Fkamcisco
Ohio
Lot
sah
cmicaco
boitoh
Anctitt
Manager Gamuli
iiy to register an adverse crttick
s parinvestigation it became apparent ty was postponed until a later date been reported o a student
I urn
Wle
whether tite undergraduate
Te
ellts
ol
creature
looking
parenily the long waited openhi
amazing
a
wo
Dollars
this
junior
that
Su- bncrlplions
sophomore
held
is a freshman
rh ftBuuiian 1ublishine Co
Among the social gatherings
but now I am a bit confused an
ar in advance
or senior
was none other than Becker who
Ml Vernon Ohio
whether the apparent is not re- ilk
Sigma
suggest
was
you
the
night
which
Saturday
The scheme
a
subtle suggestion even a reeu
encased in a long overcoat was last
however has nianv excellent points mendation
Peeps
to apply a further u
visiting
folheld
for
party
avenue
up
Pi
advisement
the
under
be
pedalling
will
taken
mally
It
to
the paper upon completion of
Editor lowed by disconcerted gazes from and distinguished faculty members when the nevt Down Keport is sent perusal
Robert Sonen field 39
I refer of course to th j
students
of
parents
all
to
home
Associate Editor
Theodore S Cobbey 40
is a paper it was printed on
every side The time was late and who turned out en masse The lat
whether the undergraduate
In the course of mv twentvi
Sports Editor
or
Jack Barlow 40
sophomore junior
freshman
it was averred by some that the
years of life in this world
rind th
voluntarily left the sc n ior
Assistant Editor
J W Clarke
almoin Luiiciions inl o oseir Vi
cycling west winger seemed to ttr however
Sincerelv yours
Assistant Editor
S R McGOWAN Kegistrar
Hallock Hoffman
wobble slightly as he went with party at 10 p m
The Collegian was incorrect in not i ne cienieu oecome sensuous
Assistant Editor
every now and then a little jump
tipe oi Dan
Mr Sidney Watts and Mr George reporting
Donald Young
llll
undergraduate
IlIlllilll
that
PProxima
It is the which closely
are sent home
cuts
caused perhaps by a hiccough or Tower Thomas confirmed rumreceive this type asyour Collegian s tvrwa m
reports
which
down
to texture and tint
39
both
Business Manager possibly an upstart gust of wind ors today that they recently were treatnien t
Robert A Mitchell
esty forbids my going into fuiii
KDITOR
Circulation Manager
No one was able to account for
George McMullin 40
it to say that
detail
sutfice
ball
three
certain
visit
Advertising Manager
sitand willing nay even eager
this rather pointless demonstra- forced to
Jack Mallett 41
in
Dear Editor
any
purchase
ami
all the extra
the
to
obtain
in
order
rampant
creep
institutions
41
Manager
Advertising
present
tion but theories
Richard Shepherd
Perhaps now that the
ies which you hay have remaining
fine
would
Mr
Thomas
is
over
necessary
this
season
cash
almost
indeliAdvertising Manager
about most of them rather
the purpose of course being to at
Charles Sherk 42
good time to discuss the footthem for replacement of the
wrist watch lies in Sunburys fill- bealla situation
cate
Kenyon
at
pages in my last edition f
Mr Watts trombone
I possibly
have not been here traded Roebuck catalogue
Of interest to the lovers of finer ing station
long enough to understand all the Sears
George S Clarke 38
Gambier
Bank
Peoples
General
in
the
rests
FALL DANCE
of
plainannouncement
music is the
facts but certain faults are
visible even to the casual obWith a fire of pseudo- temper Ed- ly
in the Main
nightly concerts
Cambridge Mass
server
Lounge by Kenyons Mr Spaulding ward Cilley Weist this week
I believe that if Kenyon students
October 31 ih
a football team they should Business Manager
At a meeting of the Executive Council held Wednesday Tiring of endless days and nights amused members of the Singers want
KENYON
go
THE
none
hog
cease
or
and
COLLEGIAN
whole
Mr
Dear Sir
this half hearted attempt to proevening the following amounts were listed as expenditures with his books Mr Spaulding is with numerous anecdotes Says
If you feel that you are duce something that in some resPardon me for not sending th
thrilling countless listeners by his Weist
pects resembles a football teaim If check
sooner but they keep m
necessary for the Fall Dance
about to have a baby dont sing
nightly playing
the students would rather exploit pretty busy here at school
Unfur
sang
some other sport perhaips we could tunatelyI find Harvard Business
Singers
The
KohAllen
Baker
Messrs
The
85000 cost of Nichols and Masters bands
proficient in tlddledew- lnks
become
school a bit tougiher than Kenyon
Baker
and
Goodale
Messrs
HenderThe
Wright
Shaffer and
ler
but
should like to go on record
7500 cost of commons work
But if we are going to play footI believe Kenyon to
as saying
son were guests for dinner Monday announced early this week that ball
play for all we are be the bestthatundergraduate
lets
1500 services of door- man
school
of Miss Lillian Chard at the new they have temporarily discontinued
worth give all otrr time to condi
In the country
You fellows will
and then stop alibing our realize how good it is both
3000 cost of buffet luncheon
their Four Day Outings until a fu- tioning
Cove Table in the Great Hall
scholns
poor teams by saying quote We tleally and otherwise aiflter von
1250 cost of deputy services
play tfootball jusit for fun ait Ken- get
Mr Moses Miller late of the ture date
out
yon
Perhaips we mean just for
Paul MiMikin S and I are look
500 cost of piano rental
the ride
ing
to reading
Col
Primarily in order to win foot- tegianforward
every week so be the
750 cost of services of boy to aid deputy
CLUB
sure thai
ball games we must have stxidents we get it regularly
Once
again
ac
who for eight or nine weeks are
my apologies for the lateness
willing to devote their energies to- cept
of
the
enclosed
may
check
and
99500 total cost of dance
The three men now officers of the Kenyon Photography ward football and not wine women wish you all of the luck In the1
song
world with your paiper this year
ttom
rockboseem
were called into the office of the dean of the college two andSecondly
Club
charges
most
scarcely
of these
Although
a good schedule of sevSincerely yours
en
or
eight games gives the felphoHOWARD K MORGAiN
a
club
of
Kenyon
weeks
and
ago
organize
requested
to
38
charged
these
fee
7500
among
costs is the
outstanding
lows something to look forward to
something to work for
its- head
at
with
tographers
themselves
reMount Vernon Ohio
by the college to cover commons work This work is the
Let us start next season rigiht by
Reason for the unusual action in appointing officers to un- first scheduling
November S 1938
at least seven
moval of twenty- five dining tables and forty- eight benches to dergraduate club lay in the belief of the dean and the advice games Then lets have an author Editor of the Kenyon Collegian
ity on the practice field that deThe Directors of the Mount Ver
Rosse Hall on Friday afternoon and their return on Sunday of Dr Norris Rahming that the careful selection of officers for mands the respect of coaching non Theatre Guild
have
me
prinicrpies uoys who talk bacik to to express a little more asked
formally
coaches sihould have no place on a than was powsiible
the club was of paramount importance in maintaining in its college
afternoon
last
Miontkv
eleven
Lastly lefts arouse night their very grateful
Two half- day jobs and the expense of the truck cost in this present good condition the dark- room equipment in the base- aballSiplrit among those who play foot- tor the hospitality afforded thank
us hv
love the game so President
because
thev
Dr Black th
that they will find it their duly to memibers ofChalmers
Speech 37 and by Mrs
case 7500 This wage scale seems to be decidedly above the ment of South Leonard
practice every night in the BJack Mrs McGowan
Though the Collegian believes the rail- roaded electoral attend
and Mrs
week
Oamp who welcomed us so
regular labor rate
well
action to be irregular it also believes that the circumstances
Sincerely
We were im- menselv impressed
A FTtESHMAN
by the sikill with which the short
College students have been regularly spoken of as the upon which this action was based wete thoughtful and valid
pieces had been chosen by the excellence of the acting and especialgreatest suckers in the world when it came to costs and
Editor of the Collegian
ly by wihat Dr Black has done in
Dear Sir
production with the means In his
charges Why they have so often been so considered is priDAY
In dictating this letter I am taking the opportunity to do two hands
Now in the other role
which
marily because mere knowledge of their rape does not always
things which I have been planning happens
this time to be ours may I
to do since I received my first copy not exitend
The
Clan
to
Kenyon
has
experienced
which
sole
years
Faculty
its
in
the
to
objection
effective
and
of
means
a
open
of the Collegian this September
students an invitation to
First and foremost to extend my the
to the lecture which will be listen
Those who are responsible for this outrageous charge will activity appeared to be the wearing of a white sweater and a congratulations
given
and to express my in the ballroom of Memorial Hall
full satisfaction in the handling of Mount
Vernon at 800 on the eveundoubtedly read this editorial and wish to offer valid rea- college K
Collegian
the
In the assemboth
ning of Monday
5th bv
Fathers Day in the hands of the present members of the blage and in the circulation
but Mr K Elmo LoweDecember
Associate Diresons for such exorbitant moving expense or even possibly Clan will be an example of what a Clan with purpose and in- particularly
in the circulation
a ctor of the Play House
Cleveland
received
delightful
tothree
copies
For this lecture we shall all be in
make a change in the charges
day
dustry can arrange as a program for visiting dads
great debt of Mr Robert A
Now I
as yet been unable to the
Weaver of Cleveland
What the Collegian believes might be sensible figures
Football riding and flying exhibitions have been ar- solve to have
my complete satisfaction
Very truly yours
W Twiford Burgess
ranged a college smoker in the Commons has been carefully the reason for this completely un
for this service are
iv-

rpr8nto
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EXPENSES

T

ELECTION

PHOTOGRAPHY

THE KLANS FATHERS

5

movers at 500 per day
Truck rental for a quarter mile trip

2500
1000

Total expense

3500

planned special seating for fathers of football players has
been prepared Fathers Day buttons will be passed out special
invitations were sent out and the whole matter seems to have
been handled in a manner so efficient as to guarantee this
fourth Kenyon Fathers Day a best- yet rating

The college charge is 7500

Amherst Sophomore And Napkin Packer
Exchange Intimate Grammar Throbs
Signing herself the last gasp of
Miss Louise Smith
a dying swan
beauteous employee of the Cherry
Valley Paper Napkin factory in
Groneton N H entrusted a note
to the vagaries of a box of paper
napkins sometime last September
The note written on one side of a
slip which is put into every box
with the number of the packer on
it was found by a Chi Psi sophomore last week when he opened a
new package of napkins
The sophomore who for reasons
of modesty and delicacy not to
mention legal proceedings prefers
to keep his identity unknown found
it in his heart to reply to Miss
Smiths note and the result as he

a beautiful
puts it has been
friendship
Louises reply to his
letter though late in arriving was
a throbbing piece of bad grammar
the product of what would seem to
be a passionate nature
Gees Im as lonely as can be
was the keynote of Miss Smiths
letter Wont you college boy come
to this town where I live soon and
love me
The winters in Grone
ton are very very cold and I have
no boy friend to warm me Please
look at the snap of me which I
am enclosing with love and remem
ber that my heart is overflowing
with sediment one of Miss Smiths
worse misspellings
for one who
replys so charmingly to the letter
which was in my box which I
packed with paper napkins

Faculty Introductions
The Kenyon Collegian will each
week carry a short interview with
one of the new faculty members of
the College

PHILIP BLAIR RICE
When interviewed by a member
of the Collegian staff Mr Philip
although
Blair Rice
revealed

rather reluctantly

several interest-

ing facts about his life
Mr Rice was born in Martinsville Indiana He attended the University of Illinois and later the
University of Indiana where he

read philosophy and received his
degree of bachelor of arts Then
Balliol College Oxford England
claimed him as a Rhodes scholar
At Oxford he majored in philosophy and economics He received an
A B from Oxon
In the past Mr Rice has contributed to several nationally known
periodicals When asked to make a
statement on the rumor to the effect that he is preparing a book
Mr Rice declined to confirm or
deny the report Before he came
to Kenyon to head the department
of philosophy Mr Rice was an In

structor at the University

of Cin-

cinnati
Besides soccer which he played
at Oxford Mr Rice is addicted to
all the modern interests such as
the cinema and football
PAUL

A

PALMER

One of the new and less assuming of the new faculty members on
Gambiers Hill is Dr P A Palmer
new professor of history at Kenyon He comes to Kenyon from
Bowdoin a mens college in Brunswick Me which he says is quite

similar to Kenyon
Mr Palmer was graduated from
Bowdoin in 1927 and did his graduate work at Harvard after which
he taught at Bowdoin in 1930
In 1931 he won a travelling fellowship from Harvard whereupon
he spent much of his time in Paris
and at the University of Keil in
Germany
Upon his return from Europe
he began work on his doctors thesis Mr Palmer taught at Harvard
in 1933 and 1934 From 1934 to 3S
he taught at Rockford College
Rockford Illinois
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Book Review
MANS HOPE
mors

Twenty Questions

Here he shows In swift journalistic sentences
a picture of
Leftist Spain struggling for its
raux Random House
250
In Barcelona one summer after- life on barricades in an air raid
noon in 1936 a man went out on under a rain of Rightist shells
the roof of the army barracks and training fumbling laborers to man
flag of the machine guns searching out
ran up the redan- dgold
and burying
Spanish monarchy The soldiers
came out of the barracks and the ubiquitous dead
There are spots of wonderful
started to march down to the Plaza
writing in the book Almost inde Cataluna
From this time on Andre Mal- tact on the side towards the city
the barricades of sandbags
raux tells the story of the Spanish striped mattresses was pocked and
like
civil war The fascists were beaten worm- holed timber on the side facin Barcelona but all Andulasia ral- ing the Alcazar Smoke- clouds were
lied to General Franco and General spreading everywhere a pall of
Mola who was at Burgos Sanjuro shadow and the houses were burnwas killed in a plane crash the ing their hearts out as ever And
Communists in Bacelona got Gen- in the perfumed lull another house
eral Goded The Carlists threat- began to smoulder close by the Aened Madrid from the north Mad- lcazar
rid itself was a chaos filled with
In all this hurry there is no time
wild snipers fascist machine guns to question ideologies
Fascism
roaring cars and conflicting ru must be killed For all his brotherhooThe fascists were well organ- dofman
feeling for the proleized Thousands of men of the uptariat when he is flying to bomb
per classes had joined the army a fascist column he sees it not
within the past month The army as a collection of men but as the
itself was still sore from its de- abstract Fascism There is no symfeats in Cuba and in Morocco The pathy for waverers or the enemy
Catholic church of Spain was ready they must all be killed Yet the
with great sums of money Against book presents no pure and simple
them was an angry confused popu- Marxist dogma When the revolu
lace In the welter of fear and tionary moral is clear a booli
jealousy that was the Popular ceases to become art and is propaFront the Communists stood out ganda
Malrauxs
disclosure of
as leaders Malraux searches out ideas and events is so complex
the men who organized Loyalist that his book is saved and he apSpain
former police captains pears not as a pamphleteer
Communist party leaders exiled
He ignores what goes on in
Germans and a wealthy novelist great organization of supplies the
and
He shows them forming an army factories but that is for
another
out of mechanics and shopkeepers
novelist Hemingways book which
a defense out of sandbags and will tell the
second half of the war
rifles and an airforce out of thirty may reveal that
ancient planes
Andre Malraux organized the
He shows the attack on the Al- Loyalist airforce
He
cazar the first battles of the air- until last summer Hisfought in it
force and the desperate attempts written between flights book was
and airto train an army while Francos raids on Madrid
Like
men are making a slow advance tion he describes in the revoluMans Fate
up the Tagus river to Toledo and he knows
his subject from the inMardid Those smoky first days of side
the war were the most horrible
The book is nearly a great
and there is nothing but slaughter Written in 53 episodes it Tinabook
nn
and retreat until the second phase hesion that few other
novels
have
of the war begins with the battle As a skeletal picture
of a savae- p
of Madrid
civil struggle it has no equal
Mai-
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COLLEGIAN SPO RTS
These Stars Here Saturday

CHALK

FRESHMAN-

SET FOR WERTIMER CUP BATTLE

dot

TALK

SOPHOMORE SQUADS

tinmen a
By

IN BENSON BOWL ON NOV

15

Jack Barlow

They are telling a story out Indi
aua way about a freshman loot
ball squad member who at on
of the big games was selling pro
grams for pocket money Sales
were a little slow so the boy bellows out Get your program here
each and every number of every
and their salaries This
player
frnsh eridder is looking for another
college and another stadium to sell
his programs Which just goes to
show you that football is practically simon pure
Carnegie Tech after trouncing
Pitt sends out a publicity release
we dont subsidize we do aid de
serving athletes though to the tune
lots of profesof 650 scholarship
sional football players throughout
the country wish they could go
back to college for that money
In another press story last week
there was a complaint from the
that the big
Ohio Conference
schools were stealing all the football talent of the nation and only
using about one half of what they
obtained Many of the boys they
said ended up at a large institution
to play fooball play only on the
third and fourth team for two
years and finally in disgust quit the
game These same boys might have
easily made a small college team
and gained a great deal of good
wholesome fun as the story put it
After seeing Ohio States squad
come on the field and hearing stories about the size of the freshman
squad were afraid we are inclined
to agree This complaint had no
name or institution connected with
it but there are about 10 teams in
the conference it could have easily
come from
In Mount Vernon they are starting an athletic Boosters club for
the purpose of furthering athletics
big and little in the Gambier suburb The present plan would call
for a large scale promotion job
and as I get it would give Ken
yons home teams a lot of support
the way they went for swimming
last year it may be a problem for
a Kenyon man to find a seat in the
Shaffer pool this coming cold spell
Speaking of swimming dont forget that Imels mermen have not
been defeated in their home pool
in two seasons and went undefeated last season Out of the difficult schedule I pick Pittsburgh
Carnegie Tech Ohio Wesleyan and
Oberlin as the tough ones and any
of them may go either way
Oberlins basketball schedule is
a sight for sore eyes Here are
some of the games Beloit Michigan State Chicago and Case all
From the Ohio
before Christmas
Conference will be Kenyon Woosand Otterbein
ter Muskingum
Also Mount Union Denison and
Western Reother Ohio schools
serve Ohio Wesleyan and Mount
Union In the East they meet Hoin all they
bart and Rochester
have fifteen corking good games
and it looks like win or lose the
Oberlin squad will have a lot of
fun

This Saturday the Lords will be
ball club if
host to an ina- ndout
there ever was one so it should be
a game between two like teams
even if on the basis of its record
the Wittenberg crew looks the bet6
ter Wittenberg beat Oberlin
Oberlin beat Kenyon by two Ts
by two
and lost to Wooster
points Wooster beat Denison to the
tune of 10- 0 Denison wallopped
Coach Haelis gridders 34- 0 and last
Saturday the big Red was socked
hard by Wittenberg and lost 13- 0
Kenyon which earlier in the season couldnt stop a stiff breeze has
fared fairly well of late and has
football Witplayed respectable
tenberg also has played very well
of late after they recuperated from
the shock of the Carnegie Tech
defeat Anyhow the Dads should
see an improved Kenyon team
against what looks to be one of
the toughest teams in the conference although comparative scores
mean nothing especially in front
f a few hundred Dads
9-

For That

WELL GROOMED
APPEARANCE

JIM LYNCHS

Barber Shop
GunMer Ohio

The freshman gridmen who have
TO CALL FOR SWIMMERS
masqueraded as every team on the
AFTER DANCE WEEK- END varsity schedule have been rapidly

Carnegie Tech Michigan
State Purdue Penn
sylvania Included In
38- 39 Schedule
Coach Chuck Imel has already be
gun to make plans for the 193S- 39
swimming team which he hopes
will be as succesful as the unde
feated and untied one of last year
Coach Imel stated that immediately
after dance week- end the team will
go into training for one of the

mMl
Eiruu
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WITTENBERG

AFTER

O

o

DEFEATING DENISON

TO MEET KENYON LORDS THIS SATURDAY

Statistics Promise Hard Fought Battle For Forth
coming

Fathers

the

Ohio Conferences
grand finals to the gridiron season
will take place on Benson Bowl
Saturday when Coach T W Stobbs
brings his Wittenberg gridders to
Gambier to meet Coach Hafelis
One

of

improved Lords
In the last meeting of these two
teams the Springfield gridders had
a field day spanking an injured
crippled and green Kenyon squad
60- 0 Indications
are that the score
year
will be respecand
should
this
table as the Purple squad has
been bolstered by the return to
the lineup of Chuck May and Bob
Gray who were strong defensive
links in the Kenyon squad
Four Kenyon gridders will be
singing the swan song to their
Captain Dick
gridiron careers
Olin Bill Elliott Charlie May and
Bob Legg Olins work for the past
seasons speaks for itself A capable
passer a fine kicker and an excellent defensive back Dick makes
his place look difficult to fill Bill
Elliott handicapped only by size
is one of the speediest and hardest
hitting backs in the Conference
His pep and spirit have been a big
asset to the Purple squad Chuck
May is undoubtedly one of the most
rugged guards in the Conference
and has been a marked man ever
since his showing in the Denison
game this year where he netted 26
tackles Bob Legg handicapped by
and being a
an appendectomy
transfer finally got started with
the Lords this year and lias looked
at all times the capable back
that he is
brings an experWittenberg
ienced team to Gambier for the
Fathers day encounter A team
that held Carnegie Tech to 32
points and managed to gain 13
themselves It has lost to Dayton
Ohio Northern and Bowling Green
It has defeated Marietta Oberlin
Denison and so the rubber game
schedule is
in the Stobbsmen
against ttie Lords this Saturday
The return of the injured Kenyon gridders and the weeks layoff
that the Lords have enjoyed should
do much to aid in giving the Fathers day celebration a more colorful note Coach Hafeli offers no
predictions as to the outcome of
this game citing only Wittenbergs
clean cut victory over Denison and
the evident improvement of the
Kenyon gridders

wA t
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Day Exhibition
When Coach T W Stobbs leads
his veteran band of gridders into
Gambier for the Fathers Day battle three outstanding seniors will
be in the Wittenberg lineup

i

1

Chuck May and Bob Gray back for
the Wittenberg clash All the men
who were shall
en up in the Ot-

game

terbein
are rounding into shape Chuck
and
Jenkins stal
Tink Heii
wart centers
are recovering
from their torn
muscles and will
be ready for ac
lion against

Wittenberg

South Leonard Middle
Kenyon Lead In Early

I

1

W

OlA

Couch

Playing

thii

tl
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SOFT DRINKS
SANDWICHXS
BEER TO TAKE OUT
GEXES

PATH CAFE
Gambler

CUSPICUP

Intramural Soccer

f

Imel intends to work his
line long and hard in preparation
for the Fathers Day encounter
their last game Both coaches are satisfied with the
for Wittenberg offense that has piled up tremen
will be Walter dous yardage of late and are go
Dwire for the ing to work the line this week
last three sea- stictly on the defense against the
sons a dependa- freshmen gridders
ble reserve lineman who cap
Hired a regular Flyers Arrange Meet
fiYIYIfltfYiiY- YiYVWl
position
In Fathers Day Plans
season Emil
Rent Taylorcraft Ship
Liska diminutive speedster from
Wheeling will hold down one of the
half back positions and LeRoy
Flying
The Kenyon College
Frededick of Mansfield who has Clubs first air meet will share
long been a versatile lineman at
honors with Fathers Day and the
guard
Wittenberg football game next SatCoach Stobbs will bring thirtyone gridders to Gambier to meet urday afternoon
Coach Dwight Hafelis improved
The meet is to be between two
Purple gridders a week from Sat teams composed of club members
Wittenurday
the match being carefully made by
berg has been
Flying Instructor Donald Gretzer
overwhelmed by
so as to be as even as possible
Carnegie
Tech
Team A will include Clark HenUniDayton
and
Robert Sonenfield Murray
derson
versity
beaten
and Robert Purvis while
Shubin
by
Bowling
Team B will number among its
Green and Ohio
members Robert Legg Bill AllaNorthern
The
nian Bill Elliott and Hallock Hoffhave
Lutherans
man
one over Mariet
Plans for the meet are yet tenta and Oberlin
pending arrangement for
tative
and will close
the use of an airplane Kenyon is
their season
at present between airplanes the
when they meet the Lords here a old ones having been sold and the
week away
new Aeroncas still being in the
This Saturday the Wittenberg process of arriving The club memgridders are being entertained at bers expect to rent a plane from
Granville where they meet the fast some neighboring airport for the
moving Denison University eleven meet
With two weeks to prepare this imMembers will all be equally
proved squad Coach Hafeli hopes handicapped by this arrangement
to have a better team on the field
since there are only two club memthan the one that Wittenberg ran bers who have ever flown a light
rough- shot over last season when
plane before and it is expected
thirteen Purple gridders made the that a Taylorcraft will be the airwere
laced
trip to Springfield and
plane chosen for the day However
66- 0
Mr Gretzer states that he will
Coach Hafeli hopes to have his
with the fliers and help to
rugged defensive
two
threats ride
keep their noses down and their
flyins speed up

In

most difficult schedules ever at
tempted by a Kenyon team
Imel and Rudy Kutler have been
working on this seasons schedule
which at present is taking shape
with the following meets definitely
planned at home Jan 14 Ohio
Wesleyan Jan IS Oberlin March
2 Wooster
away Feb 11 Carnegie Tech at Pittsburgh CincinWestern
Case
Reserve
nati
Wayne Michigan State Slippery
Rock Purdue Penn and Pittsburgh
have been contacted but no definite dates have been set
A few members of the team have
been practicing part time all fall
and are in fairly good condition
said Coach Imel
Coach Imel requests that on November 21 at 700 p m he would
like to have the following men
present at his home Brouse Henry Lehrer Loving Curtis Tanner Wilkinson Bowen
Kindle
Huggins Rowe Badger McNary
Bell Vinnidge Christian Seibert
Wehmeyer
McKim
Hancock
Captain
Worthington
Flowers
Griffin and anyone who wishes to
come out for the squad this fall

AWARDED

CusplAt Hobart college the
cup is awarded to the fraternity

having the lowest scholastic rating
Cuspicup is just
on the campus
a high- brow term for a common everyday cuspidor

Soccer Kenyons new intramural
sport came into prominence last
week as many games in both
leagues were played Messrs Bill
Alexander and Ed Gerrish who are
in charge of intramurals said that
the enthusiasm shown in the sport
to date exceeds all former expectations Very few injuries have
been sustained and those few were
not serious
Dean G H Hoag who was in his
collegiate days an expert soccer
player has been in attendance at
the games several times to watch
the progress of the games and to
offer some advice on the finer
points of the sport
In the White league South Leon
ard is leading with two wins and
no setbacks Middle Kenyon leads
the Purple league also with two
victories and no defeats
Several men have distinguished
in their
respective
themselves
games Puffer and Holt of Middle
Kenyon are outstanding
while
Cuthbert and Browning are the
most constant scorers for Middle
Leonard In North Leonard the
brunt of the attack is taken by
Wright and Porter with North
Hanna relying on Griffin and Paolozzi

Adams and Huggins from South
Leonard Badger and Shaw from
Doig
from
West Wing
East
Wing and Coombs and Simonnttl
from
South Hana have distinguished themselves in competition
The standings are as follows
White League
Purple League
W
L
W U T
S L
W W
S

H

E W
M

H

2
1

0
0
0

0
0

M
M
N

1

M

K

2

L
L
II

1

0

0
0

0
0
1
2

1

developing a style of their own in
preparation for the battle with the
sophomores The game for the Wertimer Cup a revival of an old tradition is scheuled for Tuesday
November 15
The freshmen although as yet
untried in a real game according
to Joe Rose captain feel that they
can take all the sophomores have
to offer and perhaps give a little
extra in return
We have been
looking forward to the game for a
long time and our only fear is that
the sophomores will not put a team
on the field The freshmen want a
chance to prove that they can
really carry the mail said Captain
Rose
The sophomores are practically
gold plated If all the sophs on the
varsity squad reported on Tuesday
they would lack only a center and
a halfback
All other positions
would be filled by members of the
varsity squad Lou Treleaven Fred
Slugger Stevens
Hancock
and
Sammy Curtis are a few men who
have proven themselves an asset
to any bi ll club Add to these the
other sophomores who have worked
hard all year and it is apparent that
the freshmen can not expect a Sundayschool
picnic according to
Ooacj Dwight Hafeli
It remains to be seen how many
of these sophomores will turn up
on Tuesday
if a good proportioi
of the squad members are strengthened by others who have yet to
prove themselves there may result a game well worth watching
said Athletic Director Rudy Kutler
i

DIXIE FACTORY

GROOMS LEVIS
Although lie spent most of his
time working in a pickle factory
Morey Lewis still found the opportunity to reap a bumper crop of
tennis honors last summer He
wiped the brine off his hands
grabbed up his trusty racket and
Clay
entered the Pennsylvania
Court Tournament to defeat Frank
Kovaks one of the nations topflight netmen 6- 4
7
2 At the
hands of cucumber- dunker Lewis
Kovaks was just another gherkin
gone wrong
Before the summer ended and he
returned to the Hill six move of
the countrys better racket- wielders
felt the sting of Moreys salty lashings In the New York State Tournament at New York City he
downed Leonard Hartman and in
the Middle States Tournament won
ovur Dick Heamllne
It was just like a feud when I
beat two whole families of tennis
players chuckled Morey He was
refering to his victory over the
brothers Chet and Bill Murphy and
Charles and John Shostrom Lewis
also battered Weatherall into defeat
The Salty Scourge from the
South entered the singles and
doubles competition at the Pennsylvania State Tournament and
emerged from the fray with the
doubles crown In the Minnesota
State Tournament he captured both
singles and doubles honors and
at the Oklahoma State competition
he went to the finals in each contest
Playing in his town of Texarkana Arkansas Morey defeated his
younger brother
George LevIs
Lewis the younger is captain of
the University of ArkansiiB varsity
tennis team
Gherkin merchant Lewis only
complaint about the summer was
that his off the- conrt activities gave
him too much time to eat Consequently he is now faced with the
problem of losing a goodly share of
excesp wegiht
5-

6-

COLLEGE LAUNDRY
2

Day Service

ROY OLDS

East Wing
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I Sodas Candy Cigarettes Fountain Service Frosted Malted
I
The Red White Store
I
I

ROWLEYS

Fruits Dairy Products Groceries and Meats
Express Laundry Service Student Supplies
At Tour Service Ask George or Jim
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Milk 10c
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College Degrees Worth
livaimlon

111

Otlojr

fP

wondering it tht- ir
education is
hlyher
snuggle tor
worth while ame this note of encouragement from Dr Samuel X
Stevens dean of tin University
Col
Norlh western University
The dollar and cents value of
the college degree is on the average between three and four
times greater than a high school
diploma
The estimate was based on results of a survey of HOUO college
graduates selected at random from
the universities of tiie western conference eastern schools and small
colleges as well as what Dr Stevens described as a significant
sample of high school graduates
from tiie eastern seaboard and middle west
Of the flUUU men whose economic status came under the doctors critical eye the vast majority
he asserted still were increasing
their earning powers after being
out of school 10 years
Many of the group still were
stepping up their earnings after 15
years but in general Dr Stevens
said
the survey disclosed their
money- producing abilities were beginning to level off
After 15 years the earnings
ranged from jJU0 to more than
50000 a year for the college group
studied No significant difference
in the earnings of graduates of
large and small colleges was found
We discovered that there seems
to be a strong tendency for college
graduates to reach their economic
ceiling gradually over an extended
period of time
Although the college man does
not make much more money than
the high school graduate immediately upon graduation he gathers
greater momentum as he goes
along
The discipline involved in higher
education seems to have developed
habits which enable the college
graduate to deal effectively with
increasingly
complex problems

To collegians

Gerrish Elected To

Presidency
Plans Drake Lectures

Pre- Med

The BROAD FOUNDATION HABITS acquired in college form the
base upon which the college student can pyramid his earnings
You can build a skyscraper only
as high as the foundation will permit You can only build a significant economic position on the foundation of broad habits and attitudes which produce social insight
and real critical judgment
The college- trained man has had
four extra years of discipline during which he has acquired such
habits and laid the foundation for
his success

KENYON RIDERS ATTEND
NATIONAL HORSE SHOW
Saturday evening Nov 5 saw
the opening of the Fifty- fifth
National Horse Show in Madison Square Garden New York City
Present at the opening were four
Kenyon horsemen Bill Skinner
Don Krone Bill Cuthbert and Dick
Shepherd Said Traveller Skinner
The finest act of those witnessed
by the group from Kenyon during
the first two performances which
we attended was undoubtedly that
of the Canadian Dragoons Their
performance was such that anyone
with the slightest appreciation of
would
have marhorsemanship
velled at them
The horse show however was
not the only attraction that New
York had to offer The Famous
Door Leon and Eddies the German American Club and several
other well known bright spots were
visited during the groups stay
there The German American Club
was by far the most popular night
spot visited It seemed to be the
college beer joint of the town and
is highly recommended by the Kenyon delegates to all beer and song
thirsty Kenyouites happening into
the vicinity
A detailed and all- inclusive account of the trip will be given
by Bill Skinner at a Polo Club
meeting in the near future

Newly elected officers of the
Kenyon Pre- Medical Club are Ed
Gerrish president Bob Nicholson
and Bob Purves
vice president
secretary- treasurer Besides these
the former members are Dick Lehrer Ed Scanlon and Dave Gunn
Bob Sonenfield Ted Cobbey Bob
Brown Quentln Smith Bill Allaman and Wayne Borges are the
newly chosen members
To become a member a student
must be majoring in either biology
or chemistry with the intention of
entering medicine He must be a
sophomore and have at least a two
and half average in his scientific
courses In order to maintain its
high standard the clubs membership has been limited to twelve
The regular meetings of the club
will be held on Monday evenings
and will feature special medical motion pictures many of which will
be accompanied by a lecture by
Dr John Drake 24 The club also
hopes to obtain special guest
speakers throughout the year
As a project the members of the
organization are planning to construct several plaster models which
will represent the various stages in
the development of a chick embryo

LACK OF PLANES KEEPS
KENYON FROM AKRON
Kenyon

because of acute lack

aircraft was unable to attend
the air meet held in Akron last

of

week- end

The Kenyon College Flying Club
which had been invited to participate in the meet found themselves
at the time without airplanes The
colleges original planes had been
sold and the newly ordered Aeronca Chiefs had not yet arrived
The results of the meet have
not yet been obtained but nine
or ten colleges from Ohio Indiana
and Michigan were expected to attend and the contest was undoubtedly just as successful as previous
Akron meets have been
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0LN IS

KLAN HEAD
NEW MEMBERS CHOSEN

Wisner Restaurant and Hotel

I

With the minutes of three meetings already on the books the

f

t

Dining and Tap Room

I

George Wisner Prop

Kenyon Klan is making plans for
the traditional fathers and sons
get together which they sponsor
every year New officers and members have been elected and the
Klan is ready to entertain the fathers on Saturday night
Meeting for the first time on October 24 the Klan elected the folDick Olin presilowing officers
dent Bill Elliott vice president
secretarytre- asurer
Gordon Reeder
A week later the following
lettermen were made members of
the Klan Dick Brouse Dick LehrRobert Henry
er Bill Griffin
Ray
Ed
Schuler
Chuck May
Ioanes John Whitaker J W Clements J Puffer Alan Michels and
Ceorge McMullin
At the same meeting the Fathers Day entertainment was arranged On Saturday evening at
830 all the fathers and their sons
will meet with the faculty in The
Great Hall of the Commons There
the Klan has planned to entertain
them with a one act play and a concert by the Kenyon Singers
Refreshments consisting of beer
and cider will add to the fathers
good time A few informal talks
by fathers will bring the party to
a close at about 1030
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PATRONIZE COLLEGE ADVERTISERS

HARRY A BLUE

i

A A A GARAGE SERVICE
Towing Service Day or Night

i

I

SPECIALIZED MOTOR AND CARBURETOR SERVICE
11 South Mulberry St

i
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Work Gym Credit Off
Get In Trim for Intramurals
And Have a Good Time at

I

BARREL BOWLING ALLEY

f
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HORTONS DINER

j
I

A BETTER PLACE TO EAT

m

a

Mt Vernon Ohio

Main

315 S
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Dr Paul Larwill was elected secretary of the German and French
groups of the Foreign language
section of the Ohio College Professors association at a meeting of
the association held at Kenyon on

Saturday October

NEW AND USED BICYCLES FOR SALE

j

PARTS FOR ANY MAKE

j
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I

29

REPAIRING OUR SPECIALTY
c

Quality Cleaners
44
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207 W

CRUTTENDEN
Agent
East Wing

High Street
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Candies

Soda

Lunches

Toasted Sandwiches

THE ALCOVE RESTAURANT

I

Breakfast

A Mt Vernon Owned

l
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Luncheons

SURLAS

Dinners

FRANCIS
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Suits Topcoats and
Dresses Neatly Cleaned
and Pressed
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DOC FIXITS REPAIR SHOP
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Pnblic Square
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Quality Products
We Specialize
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Armstrong
Bribes Wallpaper
Linoleum
Sherwin- Williams
Western Window
Paint
Shades

f qualityIihe

The Frank E
Kirby Co

ONE OF OHIOS

ringwalt policy

MOST MODERN
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SMALL CITY STORES
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JOE I WANT THE
THATS PRINCE ALBERT AR GREEN
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MAN JUST BOUGHT
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KNOW HOW PLENTY OF MILC TASTY SMOKING
I EVER
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TOBACCO
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Sodas

Milkshakes

KEEPS YOU
IN YOUTH

Cones

Jewell Bars
Drumsticks

9

IM THROUGH

EXPERIMENTING

JUST

GIVE ME PRINCE ALBERT FOR EXTRA- MILP
YET TASTY SflOKIfJG AND FOR CAKING
UP A PIPE SMOOTH ANP SWEET
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Cream

SMOKE

20 FRAGRANT PIPEFULS of Prince Albert

1
you
mellowest tutiest pipe tobacco you
moked return the pocket tin with the
of
the tobacco in it to u at any time within a ret
month
from tin date and we will refund full purchae price
piu portage Signed R J Reynold Tobacco
Co
Winrton- Salem North Carolina
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Brnold

Tobacco
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Go

pipeful

every
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of fragrant tobacco in
oz tin of Prince Albert
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stall characteristics seems to be
insjnt The extremely turbulent
I
air conditions caused by the high
winds today would bring out immediately any tendency to fail oil
on a wing in stalled flight Perfect
lateral control was obtained even
I
THE BEST
with lh
wheel held all the va
IN FOODS
bark The ship mushed down rayidl
with the nose slightly below
133- 137 South Main St
I
the horizon but as soon as the
Mt Vernon Ohio
wheel was eased forward a normal
glide was assumed with but little llllllllBliailljIIB1ltiiiBiiiiiiBiiBii1tBiiHiiiii1iBiBnpBiB1ii1iBiii1BiiBij1iriiiitliiijiiit
los of altitude occurring
With the Taylorcraft no longer IIIIIIHIIIIIllllllilMliitiiiiii
r
I I I
s a
Mlll
i i
biii
holding a clear field in the matter
of choice lime was lost while Mr
Let Us Prepare Your Car For Winter
Gretzer went into a huddle with
FIRESTONE TIRES
the manufacturers
of both airplanes in an effort to determine 1
BATTERIES
AUTO SUPPLIES
which of the two would be the safer
to use here Last week Mr Gretzer
drove down to the Aeronca factory
and after flying the demonstrator
again spending most of the morn- I
ing in the air and then inspecting
He said It behaves as well as the construction of the airplanes
M C Davy Mgr
Phone 1280
the manufacturers claim it should he definitely made up his mind in i 115 W High Street
Mt Vernon Ohio
None of the formerly dangerous favor of the Aeronca

PITKINS

PROVISION

7
This New
Absence Of Stall Charac
teristics In New Model

Pleases Instructor
According to Mr Gretzer the
thought he had given to the
Aeronca at that time was fleeting
and uncomplimentary to the manufacturers He explained that I had
always been favorably impressed
with the construction of the Aeronca but I was also ol the opinion
that the stall characteristics of the
model Ks were decidedly dangerous and that it would be foolhardy
to replace our present equipment
with airplanes potentially unsafe
for the student flyer
He further explained that stall
only

COLLEGIAN DELEGATES
REPORT ON CONFERENCE

ljf

characteristics refers to the behavior and controlability of airplanes at slow speeds usually obtained during landings and takeoffs

When Mr Gretzer and Murray
Shubin stopped in Cleveland with
the Fledgling to order the Taylorcrafts Mr Gretzer was persuaded
to wait and accept a demonstration on the new Aeronca model KC
Upon his return to Gambier the
following Monday he flew the new
demonstrator which was brought
up here from the factory in Cincinnati When he finished flying it
he was very enthusiastic about the
airplane

COSMETICS
DRUGS
SUNDRIES
It

Its

CHIEF

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP
TODD DRAPER

I
m

In the Rear

Mount Vernon Ohio

UNCO I

ervice Dtation

SUPER SERVICE STATION

LUBRICATION SERVICE
TIRE REPAIRING
PRESTONE ZERONE ALCOHOL
Goodrich Tires and Tubes
Iinco Batteries

HELL

i

Linco Tires and Tubes
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Improvement

I

JAMERONS

Whatever Your Needs
Might Be
You can
Do

Cleaning and Pressing
Gambier Ohio

PRODUCTS

1

Better at
Knox Countys Greatest Store

I

DOWDS- RUDIN

I

Owned and Operated
by Kenyon Students

Compliments of

FRED MINNICH

I

Dentist

7

E High St

Phone

Mt Vernon

Mt Vernon

Ohio

163
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Wwk BUM
BOSTON TERRIER A cross between the English bulldog
and white English terrier but this gentle lovable house
pet is strictly an American product First bred in Boston
today
some 60 years ago Once called the Roundhead
of dogdom
he is known as the American Gentleman

pp
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LETS DOWN THE BARS

I

TO NERVE STRAIN

J

k

1

r

J

3

rV

Jr

HES GIVING HIS
NERVES A REST
AND SO IS HE

ARE these busy trying days for you
Do you find yourself at days end
irritable nerve- weary Take a moment
study the dog above Hes resting his
nerves Even in the midst of strenuous
action he will stop relax The dog does
that instinctively though his nerves are
complex high- keyed like our own
We trained for the intense contest of
modern life are likely to ignore the dis

il

tress signals of our nerves the instinctive urge to rest So often we let our
will- power drive us on at a task hour
after hour heedless of nerve tension
You dont want your nervous system
to be a drag See what a difference it
makes when you rest your nerves regularlywhen
you LET UP- LIGHT UP
A CAMEL Enjoy the matchless mildness
of Camels rich ripe tobaccos

Break Nerve Tension as Millions do

LET UP

LIGHT UP A CAMEL
Smoke 6 picks
of Camels and
find out why

A QUARTER- MILLION

C

H Dietrich

EDDIE CANTORP
America

sreat comic
s great

tof

on
Monday evening

JEWELER
pm

29 E Gambier St

BENNY
tle
t

Ohio
pm L

IwRLEYS

miles

of flying

are

be-

hind Miss Lolly Sisson
left air hostess on

TWAs

CST

Hear

Mount Vernon

Sky

they are the

Chief

Caring for
passengers is a real
strain on the nerves
but I keep away nerve
tension by pausing
when I can I let up
and light up a Camel
She says
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120 S Main
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Smokers find Camels Costlier Tobaccos are SOOTHING TO THE NERVES

j
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Collegi

of Hayes Grocery Store

R V HEADINGTON

1

Drug Store Item
It for Less
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Firestone Auto Supply and Service
Store

We Have

MILLERS Cut Rate

Return With Ideas Appli
cable To Weekly Paper
Occasioned by the same motive
that to date as resulted in an enCollegian
larged
four members
Collegian editorial and
of the
business staffs were shipped off to
Cincinnati last week to attend the
seventeenth annual meeting of the
Associated Collegiate Press conference Here they garnered important news suggestions from nationally known pundits of journalism traded criticisms with other
colleges and in general amassed
newspaper information
that is
applicable to Kenyon The information thus received will be reported
Colon and discussed
in future
legian meetings
Raymond Clapper Speaker
The highlight of the conference
came Saturday morning when all
delegates were privileged to hear
Raymond Clapper famed Washington columnist whose syndicated articles appear each day in newspapers all over the country give
his intimate
Confessions of a
This
Washington Correspondent
address lured many sleepy delegates suffering from the after effects of the conference and Tri
night to
Delt dance of Friday
the ball room in the largest convergence of delegates seen at the
conference Other notable speakers
included Daniel Laurance vicepresident of U of Cincinnati and E
Ross Bartley
former Associated
Press White House correspondent
Twenty
The latter spoke on
Years of Public Relations
Round Table Discussions
Student editors business managers and news writers from every
section of the country were present representing the daily publications of the larger universities as
well as the weekly and semi- weekly
papers of smaller colleges In
order to take care of this large
number of delegates most effectively the conference was subdivided into individual round table
discussion groups This system permitted every delegate to attend
those subjects which were most
and
Pertinent to him personally
ft the same time enabled him to
take an active part in the various
discussions
Leading these round
table groups for the most part
were faculty advisors of thejarger
university newspapers
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luff II Tex Anderson 41
41
were the record pockets
Hallock Huffman
void members of the Keiiyun ulflying Club at the last reguBISHOP ROGERS
lar meeting according lo a recent
Continued from Page
president
a nnouni enieiii by club
in the liaptist church then later
lark Henderson The trio become entered business as a stenographer
active members immediately and but in 1IIU2 he threw the business
will help to celebrate luting the overboard and entered the Uniannual fathers Day flying Club versity of Michigan where lie beparty Saturday night
came interested in the ministry In
puis lie was confirmed by the lit
CARNEGIE COMMITTEE
Rev Charles D Williams S Kishof Michigan in St
Andrews
oi
PUTS MUSIC IN ORDER Church Ann Arbor and in 191 he
was ordained and became rector
The Ketiyon Music Committee of St Thomas church in Detroit
liishop Rogers was a man remet last Friday afternoon in the
Ladies Lounge to put into order spected and loved by all who knew
the thousand records which had him
The last rites for Bishop Rogers
arrived from the Carnegie Foundation and lo consider how these were held at the Trinity cathecould best be made available to dral in Cleveland on Wednesday
He was buried today at Woodlawn
the student body As yet the phonograph has not arrived but it is ex- cemetery in Cleveland
pected sometime this week and will Woodlawn cemetery in Cleveland
immediately be put into use
Memorial services tor Bishop
Since the set represents such Piogers were held in the Church of
n large Investment and since rethe Holy Spirit on Wednesday afplacements or repairs will neces- ternoon at two oclcok College
sarily he expensiye the utmost classes were dismissed during the
care will be required in handling services
urn
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records and the masaid Dr Charles T Burner
com in it ee head
Therefore the
set will be available only at such
specilied times as will later be detei mined
There will always be a man in
hai- e of the machine and due to
the complexitiy of the mechanism
he alone will be permitted to 0eraie it Also students are requested to refrain from lealing
through the record books A catalogue of all the records will be
provided and a desired selection
may be found much more easily by
using it than be hunting through
the
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liiiily I Ii e Ilnl is Lin story
of a dangler of a barge captain

who lias learned lo dance as well
as being able lo take a trick at
he wheel and heave a lead While
she is dancing tor u group of
whari rats and bargemen she is
seen by Itobert Young an eccenI

tric millionaire talent scout When
he decides to make her famous
Miss Matthews is whirled through
a series of giddy adventures climaxed by an amazing pantomime
dance incidentally this is probaever iiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiir
by the only dance routine
filmed in its entirety without a single break
The feat was accomplished by
building two Immense singes upon
Miss Matthews and Mr 1
which
Mt Vernon
Public Square
Whiting danced for a lnll seven m
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The reason ies erfield is difierent
is because it combines ilie smoking qualities of the worlds best cigarette tobaccos
in one cigarette
Its the right combination of these tobacmild ripe home- grew n and aromatic
cos
Turkish rolled ia pure cigarette paper
that makes Chesterfield a better cigarette
for you to smoke
milder and better-
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stands out from the others

7 E Gambier St
Mt Vernon Ohio

At its recent meeting the Board
of Trustees voted unanimously to
name the chair of Physics after Mr
Henry
Daltoti of Cleveland Mr
Daltons benefactions to the college have been numerous his largest single one being the Samuel
Mather Hall of Science
The professorship is that held
by Dr Kibe Herbert Johnson who
henceforth will be known as the
Henry C J Hilton Professor of
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202 S Main Street

llFlowers For All Occasions
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Mt Vernon Ohio
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WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP
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THE ELITE CAFE

j

S Main St

A Good Place to Eat
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Beer
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Wine
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224 S Main St

Open All Night
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VERNON BEVERAGE CO
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Pete Gost Prop
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Fine Food
Beer Liquor
And Wine
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White Ties Gloves Dress Shirts
For the Dance

Have I s Mil Yoiir

THE COLLEGE SHOP
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STONES GRILL

Distributors of Fine Beers
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Mt Vernon
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WHERE EVERYBODY MEETS
A GOOD PLACE TO DINE

MEYERS SUPPLY
High Street

1

LOVELY SELECTION OF ORCHIDS
GARDENIAS ROSES AND POMPONS FOR
YOUR CORSAGES
WOULD BE VERY
GRATEFUL FOR YOUR BUSINESS
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THE WONDER BAR

Cor Main and Gambier Sts
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Specially Arranged Corsages

SHARPS FLOWER STORE
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Fvorit Drink
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